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On simply connectée!, 4-dimensional polyhedra
By J. H. C. Whitehead, Magdalen Collège, Oxford

1. Introduction. Our main purpose is to show that the homotopy
type of a simply connected, 4-dimensional polyhedron is completely de-

termined by its inter-related co-homology rings, mod.m (m 0, 1, 2,...),
together with one additional élément of structure. The latter is defined

in terms of a product, which was introduced by L. Pontrjagin1), and
whieh has recently been studied in greater generality by N. E. Steen-

rod2). What we want hère is Pontrjagin's method of associating a 2n-
dimensional co-homology class, px, mod.4r, with every w-dimensional

co-homology class, x, mod.2r. We shall call px the Pontrjagin square
of x. If / is a co-cycle, mod.2r, in the co-homology class x, then px
is represented by the co-chain which, in Steenrod's notation, is written as

The co-homology rings of a polyhedron, P, with integers reduced
mod. m (m 0,1, 2,. as coefficients, may be combined into a

single ring by a method due to M. Bockstein3). We give this ring
additional algebraic structure by introducing a certain operator A and also

the Pontrjagin squares. We describe the resuit as the co-homology ring
of P and prove that :

(1) any such ring, which satisfies the gênerai algebraic conditions appro-
priate to a finite, simply connected polyhedron of at most four dimensions,

can be realized geometrically. That is to say, it is possible to
construct a polyhedron of this nature, whose co-homology ring is

"properly" isomorphic to the given ring. Also

(2) two such polyhedra are of the same homotopy type if, and only if,
their co-homology rings are properly isomorphic.

An example is given at the end of § 12 of two simply connected,
4-dimensional polyhedra, which are not of the same homotopy type though

1) See référence [1]. t
2) See [2].
3) See [4].
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their co-homology rings are isomorphic if the Pontrjagin squares are
ignored. They can be distinguished from each other by their third homo-
topy groups or by their Pontrjagin squares.

A note on the steps in the proof of the second of the two results stated
above may be helpful. Let K and L be two simply connected, 4-dimen-
sional polyhedra and let R(K) and R(L) be their co-homology rings,
as we are using the term. Let /* : R(L) -> R(K) be what we call a
"proper homomorphism" of R(L) into R(K). Then we prove that /*
can be "realized geometrically" by a map / : K -> L. That is to say,
there is a map, / : K -> L, which induces the homomorphism /*. The
resuit (2) above then foliows from the foliowing theorem. Let K and L
be two simply connected complexes, of any dimensionality, and let
/ : K -> L be a map, which induces an isomorphism of each co-homology
group, Hn(L), with intégral coefficients, onto the corresponding group,
Hn(K). Then K and L are of the same homotopy type and / is a homo-
topy équivalence4). This theorem shows the importance of the "realiza-
bility" of a given homomorphism /* : R(L) -^ R(K). The conditions
which we impose on the co-homology ring are designed to ensure that
every proper homomorphism, /* : R(L) -> R(K), can be realized
geometrically.

We consider this matter of realizability in two stages. We fîrst confine
ourselves to the additive group of the co-homology ring, or rather to the
"spectrum" of co-homology groups, of which the additive group of the
ring is the "finitely generated" direct sum. By the spectrum we mean
the aggregate of ail the absolute and modular co-homology groups, relat-
ed by the homomorphisms, A, ju, defined in § 2 below5). We fîrst
consider the realizability of *'proper" homomorphisms of the co-homology
spectra by co-chain maps6), not by geometrical maps. It is obvious from
the définition of A and /u that any homomorphism of the co-homology
groups of L into those of K commutes with A and fjt if it is the
homomorphism induced by a co-chain map. Lemma 4, at the end of § 2,
states the converse of this. This is valid for arbitrary (finite) complexes
K, L, but the resulting co-chain map cannot, in gênerai, be realized by
a geometrical map K -> L. The step from the cochain map to the geo-

4) i. e. there is a map g : L-> K such that gf^l, fgç^ 1, where ^ dénotes the
relation of homotopy and 1 dénotes the identical map, both in K and in L.

5) Our fi includes and can be defined in terms of Bockstein's n and co but our A is an
additional élément of algebraic structure.

6) i. e. homomorphisms of the groups of co-chains which commute with the co-boundary
operator (cf. [5] and pp. 145 et seq. in [6]).
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metrical map dépends on the multiplicative structure of the rings, in-
cluding the Pontrjagin squares, and the spécial nature of the complexes.

2. The co-homology groups. This section is concerned exclusively
with additive properties. It is purely algebraic and dépends only on a

séquence, C {Cn} (n 0, 1,... of additive Abelian groups, related

by a "co-boundary" homomorphism, ô : Cn -> Cn+1, for each n, such

that ôô 0. We assume that each Cn is a free Abelian group of finite
rank, no two having an élément in common, and that Cn 0 for ail
sufficiently large values of n. We use the language of co-homology, but
this is purely conventional. To translate this section into the language
of homology we hâve only to delete the prefix "co" and re-write Gn as

@N-n> where JV is such that Cn 0 if n>N.
Let Hn (m) be the n-dimensional co-homology group, defined in terms

of G and ô, with integers reduced mod. m as coefficients (m 0, 1, 2,... ;

Hn{\) 0). We shall write Hn(0) Hn, the co-homology group with
integers as coefficients. For convenience at a later stage we agrée that
ail the groups Hn(m) hâve the same zéro élément. Given p>0, q ^ 0,

we define operators,

Au : H»(q) -> #»+i (q > 0) ^ff : H»(q) -> H"(p)

as follows. Let x e Hn(q) and xr e x. That is to say xf is a co-cycle,

mod.g, in the co-homology class x. Then àxf qyr, where yf is an

(absolute) co-cycle. We define Aqx as the (absolute) co-homology class

of yf. Thus we could write Aq (ljq)à. Let c (p, q). Then

Therefore (pjc)xf is a co-cycle, mod.p, and we define juPtQx as its co-

homology class mod.p. It is easily verified that Aqx and /Ltpqx dépend

only on xeHn(q) and not on the particular choice of x'ex. They are

obviously homomorphisms. If p\ q, in which case c p, and in particular

if q 0, then j^PfQx is the co-homology class of the same co-

cycle x;, but calculated mod. p instead of mod. q. Thus [xm0 is the na-

tural homomorphism of Hn onto H^==Hn — mHn. We shall sometimes

write Aq, /i9fQ simply as A,[x.
As an immédiate conséquence of (2.1) we hâve
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Also I say that, if p, q>0, r > 0, then

M'v.q f^q.r ~~, T""7 \~f^"P.r • (2.3)(p,4){q>r)rpi v '

Forlet xeHn(r), x'ex, and let a=(q,r), b (r,p), c (p,q). Then
juQ>rxsHn(q) is représentée! by y! (g/a) a' and fiPfQfxQtrxeHn{p) by
(pjc)yf (pq/ca)xf. On the other hand ^v>rxeHn{p) is represented by
(plb)xf. Let d (p, g, r) (c, a). Then {cajd)\q, since c | g, a | g,
d (c,a). Also rf | 6. Therefore ca | qb, That is to say qbjca is an
integer. But

Pq f qb p
ça ca b

whence both sides of (2.3), operating on x, are represented by the same
co-cycle, mod. p.

The union of ail the groups, Hn(m), related by the homomorphisms,
A, n, will be called the co-homology spectrum of the set of groups C. We
shall dénote it by H. Notice that H is not the direct sum of the groups
Hn(m). An élément of H is an élément of an arbitrary one of the groups
H"{m).

Let v : Hn -> Hn be the endomorphism defined by v x m x, for
a given value of m. Let ju jumo, À Am. Then the séquence of
homomorphisms

>Hn ->Hn ~>Hn(m) -*Jï"+i->. (2.4)
A v fj, A v

is exact, meaning that the kernel of each is the image group of the one
preceding7) it. For it follows at once from the définition of v, /u, A that
vA 0, fxv 0, Afi 0. Conversely, let vx mx 0, where
#eiïn, andlet xfex. Then tnx'~0. That is to say mx'=ôuf, for
some uf eC™-1. Then u1 is a co-cycle, mod. m, and x Au, where
u e H71-1 (m) is the co-homology class of u'. Therefore v~1{0)=AHn~1{m).

Let [ix 0, where x s Hn, and let xf e x. Then xf is an absolute
co-cycle, and fix is its co-homology class mod. m. Since //# 0 there
are co-chains u'eCn, v! eC71"1 such that x'= mur + ôvf. Then
m 3^ 0. Since Cn+1 is a free Abelian group it follows that ôuf 0.
Therefore i^ is an absolute co-cycle and mu' ~ xf. Therefore a; mw,
where i6 e Hn is the co-homology class of ur. Therefore ^(O) vHn.

7) H° is the (free Abelian) group of co-cycles in C°, whence v : H°-> H° is an isomor-
ism of H° into itself.
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Let Ax 0, where x e Hn(m), and let xr e x. Let àxr mur.
Then ur e Ax and since Ax 0 we hâve ur àvr, for some vr eCn.
Therefore ôxf m ôvf, or ô(xr — mvr) 0. That is to say x1 — mvf
is an absolute co-cyele. Let y be its co-homology class. Then a; /uy,
since a/ x! — mvf, mod.m. Therefore Zl-^O) juH71, which
complètes the proof that (2.4) is exact8).

It follows from the exactness of the séquence (2.4) that 4mHn(m) ~
mHn+1, the sub-group of Hn+1 consisting of ail the éléments, xsHn+1,
such that mx 0. The group Hn(m) (ra>0) is a trivial extension
of9) jbtmoHn H^ by mHn+1. Hence there is an isomorphism A* :

mHn+1 -> Hn(m) (into, not necessarily onto) such that AmA% 1. We
shall describe A * in détail, but first observe that, in conséquence of this,
Hn(m) is the direct sum

(2.5)
whence

(2.6)

where dm\ Hn jum>0, 6m\ mHn+1 A * It will be convenient to allow

m 0 in (2.6), with d0 \ Hn 1, 60 H"*1 0 (N. B. 0^^+!
but we do not define A * We shall often write A * and 0W as Zl * and 6.

We may subject the operator A*, which is not determined uniquely,
to the condition

y (2-7)

To prove this we recall that Gn+1 and hence Hn+1 has a finite number
of generators. Therefore Hn+1 is a direct sum of a free Abelian group and

finite cyclic groups U1,..., Ut. Obviously

for any m>0. Therefore it is enough to prove (2.7) with y e qUi f°r
an arbitrary value of i 1,..., t. Let us write TJ% U, let u be a

generator of U and a its order. Let ur eu. Since au 0 there is an

?i-dimensional co-chain, ?/, such that àvr orw. Let v e Hn(a) be the

8) It can be proved in much the same way that the séquence fiim,h f*m,lmf

W,o"Am, Wm,l> • • • is ©xact for any l, m > 0. If l 0 this is the same as (2.4), with

the convention that lUm.l — v, ^,o=l if ï 0.
9) Cf. [7], pp. 218 et seq. A proof of this, which is in any case elementary, is included

in the proof of (2.7) below.
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co-homology class of v'. Then Aa v u. Let ku e mU. Since mku 0
we hâve mk 0, mod. a, whence a \ k(m, a). We define

(2.8)

Then it follows from (2.2) that

a A* 7
h (m g)AmA*ku a~~^

k (m ,a)
g (m, a)

k u

Therefore Am A* 1. Let p, q>0 be given and let a (q, g), b

(g>p), c=(p,q). Let ku e qU and let kf kq/c. Then pk'u
(plc)qku 0, whence kru e JO. It follows from (2.8) and (2.3) that

7 k(q,G)ku =—*—L

ka qb
g ca

k q b

c g

A*kfu

~ p (1p>?) u\ '

which establishes (2.7).
Since 6P \ Hn fj>po, 6P \ JB.71*1 A* > Apfj,p>0 0 and APA* 1

(P>O) we hâve

y (2.9)

where xeHn, yfijrff»+i, Also, if xsHn, y e qHn+1 (q>0) it follows
(2.3), with r 0, and (2.7) that
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_p 4- /|* l * «

Thus zJ and10) ^ are expressible in terms of A* and ftmt 0. The conditions
A A* 1 and (2.7) are the same as (2.9) and (2.10) with x 0. They
may therefore be interpreted as necessary and sufficient conditions, which
A* must satisfy in order that the operators A, /u, defined in terms of A*
and ixm 0 by (2.9), (2.10), shall be the same as those with which we start-
ed. Any operator A* : mHn+1 -> Hn(m), which is defined and is a homo-

morphism for every ra>0, n > 0 and satisfies the conditions A A* 1

and (2.7), will be called an admissible right inverse of A.
Now let a System of additive Abelian groups, Hn(m) (m, n=0, 1,... ;

Hn(l) 0) be given abstractly. We assume that each of them has a

finite number of generators and also that Hn (m) 0 for ail suffipiently
large values of n. AU the groups Hn(m) shall hâve the same zéro élément
but no two shall hâve a non-zero élément in common. As before let Hn
Hn(0) and let Hn(m)(m>0) berelatedto H.nm and mHn+1 by the équations

(2.5), where zl* : mHn+1 -> Hn(m) is a given isomorphism (into).
We admit two possibilities. The first is that A, p, are given, satisfying
(2.2), (2.3). In this case we require A* to satisfy A A* 1 and (2.7),
and hence (2.9) and (2.10). The second possibility is that A, ju are not

given, in which case we define them by (2.9) and (2.10). In either case

an admissible right inverse of A will mean the same as before and any two
admissible right inverses of A will be regarded as équivalent. Thus it is A

and ju which are fundamental, not a particular one of the operators zl*.

It is easily verified that (2.2) and (2.3) are formai conséquences of

(2.9) and (2.10). It also follows formally from (2.9) and (2.10) that the

séquences (2.4) and ...,ftlmil, jumtlm, Pi90Am, /*iTOfi,... (£,m>0)are
exact. For example, if xeHn, y s tHn+1 it follows from (2.10) that

h)
0

10) i. e. Aq and ppq with q > 0. It is always to be understood that fjtm0 is the na-

tural homomorphism pmo 0m \ Hn : Hn -> H^ (n 0, 1,...).
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since Om m Hn 0, y s jiïn+1. Conversely, let

0 A*m,,w dlm(x + y) 0m(x + ly)

where x e Hn, y e lmHn+1. Then x mu (u e Hn) and ly 0, since
Zl* is an isomorphism. Therefore t/gjJffn+1 and it follows from (2.10)
that

y) 6lm{x + y)

Therefore /^m(0) /j/w%l Hn(l). The other relations follow from similar
arguments.

The System of groups Hn(m), related in this way by A and //, will be
called a spectrum of co-homology groups or simply a spectrum. As before
an élément in such a spectrum will be an élément in an arbitrary one of
the groups Hn(m). Notice that the whole spectrum may be defined
in terms of the groups Hn, in case we are given thèse groups alone. For
Hn(m) may be defined by (2.5), where A* is an isomorphism of mHn+1
onto a newly defined group A * (mHn+1) (ra>0).

By a proper homomorphism / : H -> H of a spectrum, H, into a

spectrum, H, we mean a transformation such that / | Hn (m) is a
homomorphism of Hn{m) into Hn(m), for ail values of m, n, and fA Af,
f^ juf. If also / | Hn(m) is an isomorphism onto Hn(m) for ail values
of m, n, then / will be called a proper isomorphism of H onto H and H
will be described as properly isomorphic to H. If / : H -> H is a proper
isomorphism of H onto H, then its inverse, f"1, given by f-1 \ Hn(m)
{/ | .//^(ra)}-1, is a proper isomorphism of H onto H. For fA — Af,
ili /^/ obviously imply /"M zl/"1, /~V j^/"1- A proper
homomorphism / : H -> H is a (proper) isomorphism onto if, regarded simply
as a transformation of the set of éléments in H into those of H, it is onto
and (1 — 1). It is therefore a proper isomorphism if there is a transformation,

ff:H->H, such that /7=1, //'=1, in which case f f~1.
Since an admissible right inverse, Zl*, of A is not, in gênerai, uniquely

defined, a proper homomorphism, / : H -> H, does not necessarily

commute with A*. But let J* be given in # and let fQ:Hn -> Hn be the
homomorphism / | Hn for each value of n. Then we hâve the lemma

Lemma 1. // each f0 : Hn -> Hn is an isomorphism onto Hn, then
there is an admissible right inverse. A*, of A in H, such that A*fo fA*.
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Let A* : mHn^ -> Hn(m) be defined by A* y /J* /o"1 y, for each

y e mHn+1. Since Af fA f0A, where A dénotes the operator A in

H, and sinee AA* 1 in H, we hâve

ÂÂ* AfA*fï1 f0AA* /o"1 /0 /-1 1

Similarly (2.7), in H, follows from juf //* and (2.7) in £T. Therefore

A* is an admissible right inverse of Zl. Obviously A* fo fA*.
Lemma 2. Le£ / : H -> H be a proper homomorphism such that f \ Hn

is an isomorphism onto Hn for every value of n. Then f is a proper iso~

morphism of H onto H.

It follows from Lemma 1 that / zJ* A*f0 with a suitable choice of

A* in H. Let 0 mean the same as in (2.6) and let 0 be the corresponding

homomorphism in H. Since 0m \ Hm jumo, 0m\ mHn+1 A* with
similar relations in H, and since //zm>0 jumo /0, fA* A*f0 we hâve

f0m(x + y)=6m(fox + foy) (x e H\ y e J5T«+i) (2.11)

Let f :H ->H be defined by

/;êm(i + y) Kdô1 * + fô1 y) (^ eH*, y s mH^)
Then

ff0Jx + y) fem(fox + foy)

K(x + y)

whence /; / 1. Similarly //' 1. Therefore / is a proper isomorphism

of H onto JEf, and the lemma is established.

Lemma 3. Any set of homomorphisms f0 : Hn -> Hn (n 0, 1,.. •

can be extended to a proper homomorphism f : H -> H.

For / | Hn(m) (m>0) may be defined by (2.11). Then it follows from

(2.9) and (2.10) that Af fQA, pf fp. This establishes the lemma.

Let Hn(m) be defined in terms of co-chain groups Cn (n 0, 1,.. •)

and an operator ô, as at the beginning of the section. Let Hn(m) be

similarly defined in terms of co-chain groups Cn. We shall use jm f°r
the natural homomorphism of the group of co-cycles, mod. m, in Cn onto

Hn(m). Thus if a e Cn is a co-cyele, mod. m, then jm a e Hn(m) is ^
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eo-homology class. We shall also use jm to dénote the natural homo-

morphism of eo-cyeles, mod. m, in Cn onto Hn(m). By a co-chain map,
or mapping, of Cn into Cn we shall mean a set of homomorphisms g :

Cn -> Cn (n 0, 1,...) such that g à ôg, where ô also dénotes the

co-boundary operator in Cn. A co-chain map, g, obviously induces a

proper homomorphism, / : H -> H, which is defined by fjma jmga,
where a is any co-cycle mod. m. Subject to this condition, which we write
simply as / j jg, we say that / is realized by the co-chain map g.

Lemma 4. Any proper homomorphism f : H -+H can be realized by a
co-chain map g : Cn -> Cn.

As in the theory of finite complexes, there is a basis al9..., aq, for
each group Cn, such that ôat atbt (i 1,... l ^ q), àat 0

(i t + 1,..., g), where <rt > 1 and b1,., .,bt are basis éléments in
the basis for Cn+1. We write èai atbt (i 1,..., g), with o^ 0,
6t 0 if i>t. A co-chain %x ax +--•-{- XqaQ is a co-cycle mod. m
(m > 0) if, and only if, Xt at 0, mod. m, for each i 1,..., g. This
is équivalent to At 0, mod. £t, where11) Ql ml(m,al). Therefore the
group of co-cycles mod. m is generated by qx at,..., qq aq and jm qx al9
- — >JmQq aQ generate Hn(m). Notice that

according to the original définition of /i. I say that a cochain map,
g :Cn -> O, realizes / provided only that

the analogous conditions being satisfied for ail values of n. For, writing
Qi= q, ot a, ax a, it follows from the relations (2.12) and from
//* /*/ and (2.13) that

fîmQ<*> f Pmto la <*> Vm,o f jo a

or that f j j g,
Let N be such that Cr 0 if r>N, let n < N and, starting with

gCr o if r>iV, assume that g : Ck->Ck has been defined for each

u) (m, o) m, whence q% 1 if * > *.
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k>n in such a way that fj jg, g ô ô g. We proceed to define g :

Cn ~>Cn. As before we write a{ a, at er, and also ô a ob
for an arbitrary value of i 1,..., q ((7 0, 6 0 if i>t). If i>t,
then a is an absolute co-cyele and ;0 a e JE?71. In this case we write
ga â, when a is any (absolute) co-cycle in the co-homology class

fjoa. Then g à a ôga 0 and joga jo"â f joa. Let i<£,
so that g t^ 0, 6^0. Then 6 is an absolute co-cycle and j0 b s JH71*1,

since ob=ôa. Also ^6 is defined, since beCn+1, and jogb=fjobs(THn+1.
Therefore a g b <5 â, for some "â eCn. According to the original
définition of A we hâve Aa jaa job, Aaja a jogb. Since jogb
f j0 b and since f A A f it follows that

^a ja 3 o y 6 / io 6 / àa ja a

Therefore Aa(fjaa — ja7ï) 0 It follows from the exactness of the

séquence (2.4), with m a, that

/ ja a ~ Ja * £ i^a.O Hn

Therefore fjaa ja a + ja u /a (a + S), where u eCn is an absolute

co-cycle. Let ^ a a + ^ and define g at in this way for each

value of i 1,..., q, thus defining g : Cn -> O. Since jag a

ja(â -\- û) fja a it follows from our preliminary resuit that fj jg
in Gn. Also ôga— d7î ogb gob gôa. Therefore g ô ô g.
Repeating this construction we define </ throughout ail the groups Cn

(n N, JV — 1,..., 0) and the lemma is established.

3. The co-homology ring, We now assume that the group Cn, in the

System C, with which we started in § 2, is the group of w-dimensional

co-chains12) in a finite#simplicial complex K. The additive group of the

co-homology ring, R, of K shall be the "finitely generated" direct sum
of the co-homology groups Hn(m), for ail values of m, n. That is to

say, the additive group of R shall consist of ail finite sums xx + x2 -\

where each x{ is in an arbitrary one of the groups13) Hn(m). The product
/ U g, which we write simply as fg, of co-chains f sCp, g eCq shall be

12) We distinguish between a chain and a co-chain, which is to be an intégral valued

fonction of chaîna. Ail our chains will hâve intégral coefficients.
18) As in § 2, the groups Hn (m) ail hâve the same zéro élément and we regard them

as imbedded in the additive group of B.



defined by the Cech-Whitney method14) in terms of a fixed ordering of
the vertices of K. The product, xy, oi éléments x e Hp(m), y e Hq(m),
shall be the co-homology class, mod.m, of fg, where f e x, g e y. Then

x y — l)«y x (3.1)

If x e Hp(r), y e Hq(s) we define xy as

*y i*cAx)Vc,8{y) > (3.2)

where c (r, 5). Thus #2/ is the co-homology class of fg mod. (r, s),
where f e x, g e y. We then define the product, xy,of any two
éléments, x, y c R, by the condition that #3/ shall be bilinear. It is easily
verified that {xy)z x(yz) for any x, y, zc R. This defines R, ex-
cept for the Pontrjagin squares, which will he discussed in the next
section. Clearly R(m), the co-homology ring with intégral coefficients
reduced mod.m, is a sub-ring of R for every m ^ 0. Also R has a unit
élément, e e H°, which is the co-homology class of the co-cycle, which
has the constant value, unity, at every vertex of K.

Let A (m) dénote the additive group of R(m). Then the homomor-
phisms jurs, As, defined in the last section, may clearly be extended
through A (s) to give homomorphisms /urs: A (s) -> A (r), As: A(s) ->
-4(0). I say that, if xeR(r), yeR(s), then

^A*)^Ay)=™%'{m*l)f*mA*y), (3-3)

for any m >0, where c (r, s). Because of the bi-linearity of xy and
the linearity of /x it is sufficient to prove this for x e Hp(r), y e Hq(s).
Let this be so and let f e x, g e y. Let a (m,r), b (m, s), d

(m,r,s) (m,c). Then (mja) f e pmtrx, (m/6) g e f*msy, whence

-~-r f g e fim%r (x) fxm,8 (y)
Al (10Also

and

md m m2
fg

Therefore both sides of (3.3) are represented by the same co-cycle,

u) See [8], [9], [10], [11] and [6], chap. V.
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mod.m, and (3.3) is established. Notice that (3.3) reduces to (3.2) if
m c (r, s). For then m (m, r) (m, s) (m, r, s) and /Ltmc

1.
Out of respect for the operator A we display the formula

A*e,0 4,(*y) ^c *„) 0, + (~ 1)* Xc{AC Vc) (3-4)

where xeHp(r), y e R(s), c=(r,s) and xe /ie9rx, ye pei8y- This

followswithoutdifficultyfrom the relations <5(/gf) (<5/)g + (— l)pf(ôg)
and (2.2), where f eCp, g eCq. However we shall not need this because

of the spécial nature of our complexes.

4. The Pontrjagin squares. Let K mean the same as in § 3. Let
feCp, geCq. FoliowingSteenrod15) weuse f\3xg to dénote the (p+g—1)-
dimensional co-chain, which was introduced mod.2 by Pontrjagin15), and
which is given by

where apJt^~x aQ.. .athHl^1 is a given (p -\- q — 1) simplex and o?

a0.. ,ai aj+q.. .av+q_x, o) ajt. .ai+fl. Steenrod16) proves that

(4.1)
Let

(4.2)

where / is any co-chain. If / is a co-cycle, mod.2r, then p/ is a co-cycle
mod.4r. For let ôf 2ru. Then, calculating mod.4r, we hâve

(ôf) f ± f(ôf) + f(ôf) - (ôf)f + ôfU.ôf

0

Let ôf 2ru, ôg 2rv, where f,gczCn. Then

Vit + 9)-Vf-V9 f9 + 9f + fViàg + 9Viàf

f9 + gf+ 2r(/U1t; + gU,u) (4.3)

") [1] and [2].
16) [2], Theorem (5.1), p. 296.
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It follows from Steenrod's co-boundary formula16), with i 2, that
gUtu '-^u\J1g (mod.2), both g and u being co-cycles mod.2. Therefore

2rg\J1u ~ 2rul)1g mod.4r (4.4)

It follows from (4.1), with p q n, that

gf ~(-l)nfg ^ 2r(fU1v ±uUig) (4.5)

Calculating mod.4r, it follows from (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) that

p(f -\- g) — p/ — pg ^ fg -f- gf -f- 2r(f\J1v-{-u\J1g)

~l)n)fg (4.6)

Let /l5.. ,,fs czCn be co-cycles mod2r. Then it follows from (4.6) and
induction on s that

P(/i+- ••+/,) ^ k VU + v E fit (4.7)

where v 1 + (— l)n-
It also follows from (4.6) that p/i^p/.i* mod. 4r, if /!^/2>

mod.2r, where fi,f2c:Cn are co-cycles mod.2r. For let g 2rh in
f4.6). Clearly ip(2rh) 4r2pA, whence, calculating mod. 4r, we hâve

Secondly, let g ôh. Then pg (^fe)2 ô{hôh) ~o. Therefore, if
<5/ 2r^, we hâve, mod. 4r,

p/±
P/ •

Therefore

Vf ~ P(/ + 2^*) ~ P(/

The co-homology class, mod.4r, of p/, where / is a co-cycle, mod. 2r,
is independent of the ordering of the vertices of K. This follows from
(8.2) (i 1) and (8.3) (i 0) on p. 302 of [2] and the (easily verified)
fact that, if u, v are co-cycles, mod. 2, then u\/ov ~v \Jou mod. 2.

We now dérive a rather cumbersome set of relations, (4.8), as a basis
for the relations (4.11) between p and /j. Let / be a co-cycle mod. m,
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which may be even or odd, and let ôf mu. Let a (2r, m), q

2r/a. Then qf is a co-cycle mod.2r and we hâve

Since 2r | gm it follows that g2 m 0, mod.4r, if g is even, which
it certainly is if m, and hence a, is odd. Also (4r, 2m) 2(2r, m) 2a,
whence g 2r/a 4r/(4r, 2m). Also if m is odd we hâve (4r, m)
(2r, m) (r, m), whence

^ ~~
(r, m) (4 r, m)

~~
(r, m)

*

(4 r, m)

Therefore, calculating mod.4r, we hâve

2f ^ if i

if m is odd

4r
(r9m) (4r,m) f (4.8)

We now introduce Pontrjagin squares into the ring R, of § 3. Thèse

are a family of maps p2r : Hn(2r) -> I/2n(4r), which are defined for ail
values of n, r ^ 0. If xeHn(2r), fex then p2r#, or simply p#,
is the co-homology class, mod.4r, of p/. From (4.2) we hâve

2^4r ^ l 2 n
(4#9)

If xl9...,zMcHn(2r) it follows from (4.7) that

n (r 4..,.-Li»\ Vn T-UVvr'r /4 10)

where r ^ x6 0 or ftirt2r(xixj) according as n is odd or even. Let

xeHn(m). Then it follows from (4.8) that

2r .rPar ^2r,m i» //4f ,aw Pm » if f» 18 ee

(r9m)
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It is obvious that
poe e (4.12)

where e is the unit élément in R.
Notice that the relation 2p2r# /^4r,2r#2 (**>0), which is an

obvious conséquence of (4.2), may be proved formally by operating on
both sides of (4.9a) with far^r- The resuit then follows from (2.3).
Since s + 2s (s — l)/2 s2 it follows from this and (4.10), with xx

&,= xeHn(2r), that

p2r(sx) sp2rx if n is odd (4.13)

s2p2rx if n is even

The ring JR, complète with Pontrjagin squares, will be called the co-
homology ring of the complex K. Let R{K) and R(L) be the co-homo-
logy rings of complexes K and L. By a proper homomorphism R(K) ->
iî(L) we shall mean one, other than the trivial homomorphism R(K)->0,
which induces a proper homomorphism, H(K) -> H(L), and which
commutes with the operator p, where H(K) and !?(£) are the co-
homology spectra imbedded in R(K) and

5. Simple 4-dimensional co-homology rings. We now lay down the
conditions on a ring, R, which is given abstractly, in order that it may be
the co-homology ring of a finite simply-connected polyhedron of at most
four dimensions. We shall describe such a polyhedron as a simple, 4t-di-
mensional polyhedron and the corresponding ring as a simple, é-dimen-
sional co-homology ring. First of ail the additive group of R shall be the
finitely generated direct sum of the groups, Hn(m), in a spectrum of the
kind discussed in § 2, such that H° is cyclic infinité and Hn(m) 0 if
n 1 or if n>±. Since H1 (m) 0 it follows from (2.5) that H% con-
tains no élément of finite order. It is therefore a free Abelian group.

As regards multiplication, R shall hâve a unit élément, which is to be
a generator of H°. Also (3.1) and (3.3), and hence (3.2), shall be satis-
fied.

A map p2r : Hn(2r) -> H2n{±r) is defined, for ail values of n, r > 0,
which satisfies (4.9), (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12). We shall call p2rx the
Pontrjagin square of x e Hn(2r). Sometimes we shall write p2r simply
as p.

Let 1? and R be two such rings. A homomorphism / : R -> R will be
called a proper homomorphism if, and only if,
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(1) / is not the trivial homomorphism R ->0,
(2) / induces a proper homomorphism, as defined in § 2, of the spectrum

of groups Hn (m) c R into the corresponding spectrum in R.

(3) fp p/, where p dénotes the Pontrjagin square operator, both in
R and R.

In particular a proper homomorphism may be a proper isomorphism,
and R and i? will be described as properly isomorphic if, and only if, there
is a proper isomorphism of one onto the other. The inverse of a proper
isomorphism is obviously a proper isomorphism. If / : R -> R is a proper

homomorphism, then / | jHT° is an isomorphism of H° onto the
corresponding group H°czR. For let e, i" be the unit éléments of R, R.
Since e, "ê generate H°, H° and since fH°czH0 we hâve /e — &«T for
some value of Je. Since e, "êare idempotents and / is a homomorphism we
hâve &2 *T k2~ë2 / e2 / e fc i". Since (i2 — i) ê" 0 implies
le2 h it follows that h 0 or 1. If /(e) 0, then f(x) /(c«) 0

for every x s R, which is excluded. Therefore /(e) c" and / | #° is

an isomorphism of H° onto 1/°.
Our main theorems are :

Theorem 1. Any simple, 4:-dimensional co-homology ring can be realized

geometrically by a simple, é-dimensional polyhedron. That is to say, it is

possible to construct a simple, é-dimensional polyhedron, whose co-homology

ring is properly isomorphic to a given ring of this type.

Theorem 2. Two simple, é-dimensional polyhedra are of the same homo-

topy type if, and only if, their co-homology rings are properly isomorphic.

The part of Theorem 2, which is contained in the clause "only if"
asserts that the co-homology ring is an invariant of the homotopy type.
This is true of any simplicial complex since the Pontrjagin squares of co-

homology classes, like the products, are independent of the ordering of

the vertices. More generally, let K and Kf be two simple, 4-dimensional

polyhedra and let R and jR; be their co-homology rings. Then a given
homotopy class of maps, f : K -> K', détermines a unique proper
homomorphism /* : Rr -> R. Theorem 2 will be proved with the help of a

partial converse of this, namely :

Theorem 3. Let R and Rr be the co-homology rings of simple 4-dimen-
sional polyhedra, K and Kf. Any proper homomorphism, /* : Rf -> R, ^s

the one determined by at least one homotopy class of maps f : K -> K
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The fact that the homotopy class of maps / : K -> Kr is, in gênerai,
not determined uniquely by f* : Rr -> R may be seen by taking K to be
a 3-sphere, S3, and Kr a 2-sphere, S2. Then Hn 0 unless n 0 or
3 and H* is cyclic infinité. Similarly Hfn 0 unless n 0 or 2 and
H'2 is cyclic infinité. There is only one proper homomorphism /* : Rr
-> R, which is determined by f*(ef) e, f*H'2 0, where e, er are
the unit éléments of R, Rf. This is induced by any map / : 8Z -» S2. In
order to establish a (1 — 1) dual correspondence between homotopy
classes of maps / : K -> Kf and proper homomorphisms /* : Rf -> R
one must, presumably, enrich the concept of a proper homomorphism.
For example17), we may demand that, if ue H/p, v eHfq are such that
f*(u) 0, uv 0 then an élément

[/*, u, v] e H***-1 - (/*#'*+«-! + Hv-iftv)
is uniquely determined by /*, u, v. However we shall leave thèse possible
refinements aside and shall proceed to prove our theorems.

6. Theorem 3 implies Theorem 2, Let K and L be finite simply con-
nected complexes18) of arbitrary dimensionality and let / : K ->L be a

map which induces an isomorphism of each co-homology group Hn(L),
with intégral coefficients, onto the corresponding group Hn(K). Then
Theorem 2 obviously follows from Theorem 3 and :

Theorem 4. Under thèse conditions K and L are of the same homotopy
type and f is a homotopy équivalence.

In proving this we may assume, after a suitable déformation of the
map /, if necessary, that fKn<zLn for each value of n, where Kn, Ln
are the n-sections of K, L. Then / détermines a co-chain mapping,
f*:Cn(L) ->Cn(Z), where Cn(K) and Cn(L) are the groups of n-di-
mensional co-chains in K and L. By hypothesis the homomorphisms
Hn(L) -> Hn(K), which are induced by /, and hence by /*, are ail iso-
morphisms onto. It follows from a theorem due to Lefschetz19) that the
homomorphisms, Hn(K) ->Hn{L), of homology groups, which are in-

17) See [3].
18) Thèse shall be simplicial or, more generally, cell complexes of the kind discussed in

§ 7 below.
19) [6]> P- 148. There is a flaw in the paragraph following (10.11). For let there be just

one 2-dimensional chain, 6, and just one 3-dimensional chain, d, such that Fd dd 56.
Then the chains 26, 2d satisfy the conditions (a) and (b), with p 2, but are not basis
éléments in any canonical basis for the chains. This may be repaired by an élaboration
of Lefschetz' argument. See also the following paragraph.
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duced by the chain mapping dual to /*, are also isomorphisms onto.
Since thèse are the homomorphisms induced by / the theorem follows
from a theorem which is proved in [12].

We give an alternative proof of the theorem of Lefschetz19). Let H(K)
and H(L) be the cohomology spectra of K and L and let h: H(L) -»
H(K) be the proper homomorphism induced by the co-chain mapping
/*. Since h \ Hn (L) is an isomorphism onto, for each value of n, it follows
from Lemma 2 that A is a proper isomorphism of H(L) onto H (K). By
Lemma 4 its inverse, h"1 : H(K) -> H(L), can be realized by a co-chain

mapping, g* : Cn(K) -> Cn(L). Then f*g* induces the identical auto-
morphism of H(K) and g*/* induces the identical automorphism of

H(L). It follows from another Theorem of Lefschetz20), with homology
replaced by co-homology, that f*g* and #*/* are each co-chain homo-

topic to the identity. That is to say, there are families of homomorphisms,
a* : Cn+1(K) -> Cn{K), 6* : Cn^(L) -> Cn(L), such that

/* g* _ i ôa* + a* ô g* /* - 1 (56* + 6* à

Therefore

g* /* — 1 a d + da /* gr* — 1 6 9 + db

where /* : Cn(K) -> Cn(L), g* : Cn(L) -> Cn(K) are the chain map-
pings dual to /*,<?* and a: Cn(K)-> Cn+1(K), b : Cn{L)-* Cn+1(L)
are the duals of a*, 6*. Hence /* is a chain équivalence, which esta-
blishes the theorem in question.

7. Cell complexes. Simplicial complexes are unsuitable for what
follows and we shall use instead a type of complex, which we shall de-

scribe as a (finite) cell complex, or simply as a complex. Let an be a fixed

w-simplex and let an be its boundary. A (finite) cell complex, K, consists

of a finite number of open cells, no two of which hâve a point in common
and each of which is homeomorphic to the interior of an for some value
of n. Moreover the closure, ~ên, of each w-cell, en s K, is the image of an

in â map, / : an ->~ën, such that

(1) f ànczKn-19 where K71-1 is the (n — l)-section21) of K, and

(2) / | (on — bn) is a homeomorphism onto en.

20) [6], Theorem (17.3), p. 155. This theorem, like the résulta in § 2, can equally well
be stated in terms of homology or co-homology.

21) i. e. the aggregate of cells in K, whose dimensionalities do not exceed n — 1. This
is a sub-complex, whose dimensionality does not exceed n — 1, but need not be as great.
For example, an n-sphere is covered by a complex, K9 consisting of one O-cell and one

n-cell, in which Kr K° if 0 < r < w.
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Such a map will be called a characteristic map for en. We do not, at
this stage, impose any other condition on a characteristic map. For
example, / hn need not coincide, as a point set, with a sub-complex of K.

Examples of cell complexes are :

(1) the complex projective plane, regarded as a complex, K, consisting
of a 0-cell, a 2-cell and a 4-cell, e4. The 2-section, K2, is a 2-sphere
and the "homotopy boundary" /?e4, of e4, as defined below, is a
generating élément22) of ns(K2).

(2) the topological product, S2 x S2, of a 2-sphere with itself, regarded
as a complex K e° + e\ -f e\ + e4, where e° p0 x p0 (pQ e S2),
^1 S2 X p0, ~ë\ Po X S2. In this case23) /3 e4 axa2, where at
is a generating élément of 7t2(el) (* — 1> 2).

A cell complex may be built up cell by cell, starting with a finite set
of points K°. Assume that a complex, K, has been constructed and let
En be an n-element (i. e. a homeomorph of an), which has no point in
common with K. Let / : Èn -> Kn~1 be any map of En, the boundary
of En, into K"-1. Let en En - Èn and let <p : KUEn ->K\Jen be

the map which is given by q>\ K\Jen 1, <p p — f p if p e En. Let
K -\- en be the space which consists of the points in KUen with the
identification topology determined by cp. That is to say a set XaK -\- en

is closed if, and only if, cp^XciKUE11 is closed. It follows from this
définition that 0 \ K, 0 \ en are homeomorphisms, i. e. that K and en retain
their topologies in K + en. Therefore K -\- en is a complex, whose cells
are the cells in K, together with en. If g : an -> En is a homeomorphism
(onto), then q>g : an -> K -\- en is a characteristic map for en. We shall
say that K -\- en is formed by attaching en to K by means of the map
f : Ên -> Z^1.

Let K be a given complex and let Ko K + e£, i^ i£ + ej, be

complexes, each of which consists of K and one other cell, e£ (i 0, 1).
Let ft: an -> e"? be a characteristic map for e* in JTt.

Lemma 5. // /01 an ~ /x | â71 in K, then Ko and Kx are of the same

homotopy type.

Let p0 be the centroid of on and let p be a variable point in bn. We
refer aw to "polar" coordinates r, p, such that (r, p) is the point which

22) Cf. [2], §19, pp. 310, 311.

^Cf. [13], §3, where ab wasdenotedby a.b (it is now often denoted by [o,6]). See
&lso a passage in the proof of Theorem 5, in § 12 below.
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divides the segment pop in the ratio r : (1 — r). Then (0, p) p0,
(l,p) p. Let gt: an -> K be a homotopy of g0 /0 | ân into ^
/x | on and let Ao : Ko -> JS^ be given by ho\ K 1 and

hfo(r,p) fi(2r,p) if 0<2r<l
g^2rp if 1 < 2r <2

Let hx\ K1-^Ko be given by fex | If 1 and

hfi(r,p) h(2r,p) if 0<2r<l

It is easily verified that Ao, Ax are single-valued and hence continuous24).
We hâve

KKfo(r,p) h1f1(2r,p) if 0 < 2r < 1

h92-2rP if 1 < 2r<2
Since Ax | K 1 it follows that

*i ^o /o(r, P) /o(4r, p) if 0 < 4r < 1

g*r-iP if 1 < 4r <2
0Mrp if 1 < 2r<2

Let ft : Ko -> Jï"o be the homotopy, which is defined by Çt \ K 1 and

fi /o(^ î>) /o {(4 - 30 r, p} if 0 < r < 1/(4 - 30

^
It is easily verified that Çt is single-valued, and hence continuous24), and

that £0 hx h0, £x 1. A homotopy rjt: K1 -> K1} such that rj0 ~
KK> ni !> is defined by (7.1) with /0, jA replaced by fx,^^^» wliere
A (4 — 30 r — 1 or (4 — 30(1 — r)/2, and the lemma is therefore
established.

u) See [15], § 5.
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If K and Kr are two complexes covering the same set of points and if
every cell of K1 is contained in a cell of K, then Kr will be called a
subdivision of K and a simplidal sub-division if K! is a simplicial complex.
The following lemma is useful when eonsidering complexes which are
constructed by the method of attaching cells. Let Ko be a complex which
has a simplicial sub-division Kf0. Let K Ko -\- en, where the cell en

is attached to Ko by a map Èn -> K%~1, which is simplicial with respect
to KfQ and some triangulation of E71.

Lemma 6. Under thèse conditions K has a simplicial sub-division, of
which Kq is a sub-complex.

This will be proved elsewhere.

8. Homology and co-homology in a cell complex. It follows from
[15] or [16] ihsbt a (finite) cell complex, K, is a locally contractible com-

pactum. Therefore ail the standard homology théories (Cech, singular,
etc.) are équivalent and ail our remarks on homology are to be inter-
preted in terms of the singular theory. We orient each cell, en e K, and
also the fixed simplex, a71, and restrict the characteristic maps, / : an-*ên,
to those which are of degree +1 in en. Let ej1,..., e" be tbe w-cells in
K. Let e" also dénote the élément of the relative homology group,
Hn(Kn, K11'1), which is represented by a characteristic map for e?, the
vertices of an being positively ordered25). Then Hn(Kn, E.71"1) is a free
Abelian group26) which is freely gênerated by ej,..., e£. The natural
homomorphism Hn(Kn) ->Hn(K) is onto and its kernal is

where d is the homology boundary operator. Also the natural
homomorphism Hn(Kn) -*Hn(Kn, K71-1) is an isomorphism onto the sub-

group d-^O) cHn(Kn, K71-1). Therefore, identifying each élément of
Hn(Kn) with the corresponding élément of H^K71^71-1), it follows
that the homology groups of K may be defined in terms of chain groups
Cn(K) Hn(Kn, K71-1), and the boundary operator d.

We define co-chains as intégral valued functions of chains and Cn (K)
will dénote the group of w-dimensional co-chains in K. We shall use

25) Cf. [5]. Hn(Kn, K11-1) H0{K°) if n 0. Every 0-dimensional chain is a cycle.
28 This and other assertions in this paragraph will be proved in a forthcoming book

V S. Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrôd. I hâve been greatly helped by a set of notes, prepared
by Eilenberg and Steenrôd, for a course of lectures, which Eilenberg gave at Princeton in
1945—46.
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ç£,..., q% to dénote the basis for Gn (K), which is defined by ç£ e? 1,
ç>» e? 0 if i ^j. We shall describe ç>J,..., ç>£ as the co-chains dwaJ

to ej,,..,ej. Foliowing Eilenberg and Steenrod we shall describe a map,
/ : K ->¦ L, of JT into a cell complex £, as eellular if, and only if, fKrczLr
for each value of r 0, 1,.... A eellular map / : K -> L détermines a

chain map, g:Gn(K) ->Cn(L), as folîows. Let h{ be a characteristic

map for the eell e? e K. Then g e? e CJL) Hn(Ln, L71'1) is the
élément which is represented by the map / hi : (an, an) -> (Ln, L71-1). The
dual co-chain map g* : Cn(L) -> Cn(K) is defined, as usual, by (g*tp) c

ip(gc), where ip e Cn(L), c s Cn(K). We shall say that g, and like-
wise g*, is realized by / : K -> L. Any map fQ: K -> L is homotopic
to a eellular map27) f± : K -> L and if two eellular maps of jfiT into L are

homotopic to each other then the corresponding chain maps are chain
homotopic.

We now assume that ail our complexes hâve simplicial sub-divisions.
Let Kr be a simplicial sub-division of K. Then the identical map i : K
->Kf is eellular. Let i* : Cn{Kr) -> Cn{K) be the induced co-chain

mapping. The identical map if : K' -> K is not eellular, unless K1 K.
However it is homotopic to eellular map j : Kf -> K, with the proper-
ty27) that jKqœKq, where Ko is any sub-complex of K and Kf0 is the
sub-eomplex of K' which covers Ko. Let j* : O(JT) -> (^(JT) be the
co-chain mapping which is induced by j. Since the maps j i : K -> K
and ij : Kr -^ Kf are each homotopic to the identity it follows that each

of i*j* and j*i* is co-chain homotopic to the identity. Therefore i*
induces a proper isomorphism, as defined in § 2, of the co-homology
spectrum H{Kf) onto the spectrum H(K) and j* induces its inverse.

Let the co-homology ring, R(K'), be defined as in §§3, 4 and let
A(Kf) be its additive group. Let A(K) be the finitely generated direct
sum of ail the (absolute and modular) co-homology groups Hn(K, m)

(m, n 0, 1,...). Then i* détermines a proper isomorphism28) h :

A{Kr) -> A(K). We define R(K) by making h a (proper) isomorphism
of B{Kr) onto B(K). That is to say, if x, y<zA(K), zeHn{K,2r)
we define x y and p 2 by

xy h{(h~1x)(h~1y)} pz^hph^z (8.1)

If K is a simple, 4-dimensional complex the ring R(Kf), and hence

R(K), satisfies the conditions in § 5 for a simple, 4-dimensional co-

27) See § 16 below.

28) i. e. an isomorphism which induces a proper isomorphism H(K')->H(K).
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homology ring. Moreover the unit élément has the same géométrie
interprétation in R(K) as in R(K'). For let ueC°(K), u'eC°(K') be the
co-chains with constant value 1. Then the unit élément, er s R(Kr), is
the co-homology class of uf. Obviously i*uf u, whence her, the unit
élément in R(K), is the co-homology class of u.

Let / : K -> L be any map of K in a complex L. Let R (L) be defined
in the same way as R(K), by means of a simplicial sub-division, V, of
L. The map / détermines a unique proper homomorphism R(Lf) ->
R{Kr) and hence, in the obvious way, a unique proper homomorphism
R(L)-+R(K).

For purposes of calculation, and especially for the sake of (8.4) below,
we need to define products and Pontrjagin squares of co-chains in K. If
q>, tp are given co-chains in K we define <p\p and pç? by

<PV i*{(J*<p)(?*V>)} p<p i*pj*<p (8.2)

When we pass from co-cycles to co-homology classes this obviously leads
to (8.1).

Let Kq be any sub-complex of K and let KrQ be the sub-complex of Kr
which covers Ko. If q? e Cn (K) we shall dénote the function y, restricted
to chains in Ko, by <p \ Ko. Also y1 \ Kf0 will hâve a similar meaning if
(pr eGn{Kf). Let products of co-chains and Pontrjagin squares in Kf0

be defined by the same rule as in Kf, the vertices in Kf0 taking their order
from the ordering in Kr'. Then29)

for any co-chains cp!, xpr in K1.
Clearly iK0 K'Q and we recall that jKf0<zK0. Let i0 i \ Ko,

h =j\K'o and let i* : C»{K) -> C»(K0), j* : C"(K0) -> C"(K'O) be
the co-chain maps induced by iOi j0. Let products and Pontrjagin squares
of co-chains in Ko be defined by (8.2), with i*, ?* replaced by i*, j*.
Then I say that

<PV\K0 (<p\K0)(v\K0) j

9) Cf. [9], condition P^ p. 403.
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for any co-chains <p, \p in K. To prove this we first show that

(i* <p') | K, i* {9r | K'o) (j* W)\K'0 j* (y | K.) (8.5)

for given co-chains <p' e Cn(Kf), y) e Gn(K). Let v!Q ur \ K'o, vo

v\ Ko, where uf, v are any co-chains in Kr, K. Then (8.5) may be written
in the form

(i* (p')Q i* v'o (j* v)0 j* Wo

Let c0 e Gn (Ko) and let i, i0 also dénote the chain mappings induced by
i:K->K'y io:Ko->K'Q. Then ic0 iQcoeCn(Ko), taking Cn{K0)c
Cn (K). Therefore q>' i c0 q>'0 i0 cQ and

(i* ç?7) co <p'ico ç>o *o c0 (i* <Po) c0 •

Therefore (i* ç/)o i* ^o- Similarly (/* ^)0 ^ ^o- It follows from
(8.5) and (8.3) that

(8.5)

(8.3)

(8.5)

<PoV>o •

Similarly (p <p)0 pç)05 which establishes (8.4).

9. A lemma on extensions of maps. Let if be a simply connected

complex and let n ^ 3. Then it is an easy extension of a theorem due

to W. Hurewiez30) that the natural homomorphism of the relative homo-

topy group, nn(Kn, K71-1), into Gn(K) Hn(Kn, K71"1) is an isomor-
phism onto. We identify corresponding éléments in this isomorphism
and, as before, we use en to stand both for an n-cell in K and for the
corresponding élément in Cn(K) 7tn(Kn, K71-1). Let h be the natural
homomorphism \\nn{Kn)-^Tcn(Kn,Kn~x). If a given élément, ae7tn(Kn)
is represented by a map, / : on+1 -> Kn, then ha is represented by the
same map. It follows that de h fie, for any c e Cn+1(K), where

fi : 7in+1(Kn+1, Kn) Cn+1(K) ->nn(Kn) is the boundary homomorphism

in the sensé of homotopy. Since n^K*1) 1 an élément in

nn+1 (Kn+1, Kn) or 7tn (Kn) is uniquely, determined by a map of the form
(an+1,ân+1)->(Kn+1,Kn), or on+1->Kn, without référence to a base point.

80) [17], p. 522.
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Let K and L be simply connected complexes, let en be a principal cell
(i. e. one which is an open sub-set) of K and let Ko K ¦— en (n ^ 3).
Let g : Cr(K) ->Cr(L) be a chain mapping such that the map
g | Cr(K0) (r 0,1,...) can be realized by a cellular map f0: Ko ->L.
Let /oj3en dénote the élément of ^.^(i71-1) into which /Se71 is carried
by the map /0 : Ko -> L.

Lemma 7. // /0/3en /?gen Êfem /0 can be extended to a map f : K-+L,
which realizes the chain mapping g.

Let fopen fige71. Let h : a71 -> ê71 be a characteristic map for e™ and
let k : (a71, bn) -> (2>, L71-1) be a map which represents the élément
gene Cn(L) 7in(Ln, L71-1). The élément fie71 en^^K71-1) isrepresent-
ed by the map h \ bn and /0/? en is represented by foh \ bn. Also
fige71 is represented by k\an. Since fofïen f}gen it foliows that
k | à71 ~ /0 h | â71 in L71"1. A given homotopy of i | bn into /0 A | bn

can be extended throughout a71 and we may therefore assume that
lc\an= foh | ân. This being so, I say that the map kh~x \~ên ->Ln is

single-valued. For it is single-valued in en, since h\{an — h71) is a homeo-
morphismonto e71 and h bn c71 — e71. If ^e in — en wehave h^pab71,
whence kh~xp fohh~~lp fop. Therefore kh~x is single valued,
and hence continuous24). Moreover kh~x \ ê71 n Ko fQ \ ên n Ko, since
1n n KQ ê71 — e71 and i A"1^ fop if ^ e ê71 — e71. Also (k h~x)h ife.

For k p ek h'1 h p (p e ên) and since k h~x is single-valued it follows
that k p k h~xh p. Therefore the required map / : K -> L is defined
by f\K0 fQ, f\ï" kh-K

10. Reduced complexes. A simple, 4-dimensional complex, K, will
be called a reduced complex if, and only if, it satisfies the conditions

(1) K1 K°, a single point.
(2) The closures of the 2-cells, el,...,e2n, are 2-spheres, #£,...,SJ,

attached to K°.
(3) JP JBT» + ^+...+ eî + cî+1+...+ eï+l, where e?(i=l,...,

t < 7i) is attached to if2 by a map E\ -> /8f of degree at > 0 and

e?+? % a map of the form Èzt+j -> K° (j 1,..., l). Thus ij+, is
a 3-sphere, 8*, and Kz consists of clusters of 2-spheres and of 3-spheres
attached to K°, together with the bounded 3-cells e\,..., ef.

(4) Each 4-cell is attached to Kz by a map of the form i4 -> K2 +
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Notice that each of the bounded 3-cells, e\,..., e\, is a principal cell
of K.

In the above conditions we may hâve n 0, in which case K2 K°.
Similarly we may hâve 1 0 or t 0 and there need be no 4-cells, in
which case K Kz.

A map /, : Èz% -> £*, by which e\ is attached to K2 (i 1,..., t), is

homotopic in Kz to a map of the form È\ ~> S^, which is simplicial with
respect to a given triangulation of K2 and a suitable triangulation of È\.
Since ez% is a principal cell of K, for each i 1,..., t, it foliows from
Lemma 5 that K is of the same homotopy type as a reduced eomplex,
Kx, in which each of the 3-cells ê% is attached to K2 by a simplicial map
È\ -> #f. The 3-spheres fi?,..., S] may be triangulated and it follows
from Lemma 6 that K\ has a simplicial sub-division. On applying a

similar argument to the 4-cells it follows that Kt and hence K, is of the

same homotopy type as a reduced complex, which has a simplicial
subdivision. Therefore the condition that each of our complexes is to hâve

a simplicial sub-division does not restrict the homotopy type of a reduced

complex.

Lemma 8. Any simple, 4^-dimensional complex is of the same homotopy

type as some reduced complex.

This will be proved in § 15 below.

If t 0, in which case the bounded 3-cells e\,..., e\ are absent
from K, then every 2-dimensional co-chain, cpeC2(K), is an absolute

co-cycle. Therefore it follows from (4.2) that p çp <p (p. Let

Ko K - (e\ +• • •+ A) K% + Sl +• ' *+ sï + 4 +' ' '+ e* •

Then p'ç^çxp, where q> s C2(K0) C2(K) and p' dénotes the oper-
ator p in Ko. Also y) \ K0 \p if ip s Gn (K) for n 2 or 4 since if0
contains ail the 2-cells and 4-cells in K. Therefore it follows from (8.4)
that

P 9 (P V) I Ko V'(<P I Ko) VfV

<p(p (10.1)

Therefore if x s H2(K, 2r) and if cp s x, then p x is the co-homology
class31) of cpq>, mod.4r. Thus if (peC2(K) is a co-cycle, mod.2r, then

31) N. B. (pcp e C*(K) and every 4-dimensional co-cham is an absolute co-cycle.
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(pcp has invariant significance as a co-cycle mod.4r, as apart from
mod.2r. Notice also that, if <p,ipcz C2(K), then it follows from similar
arguments that <p ip e C*(K) is the same whether it is calculated in K
or in Ko.

11. n$ (Kz), where K* is reduced. Let Kz satisfy the conditions (1),
(2), (3) in § 10 and let

K* K* + 4 +•••+*?
so that

Z3 Kl + SI + • • • + /8J

Let bt be a generating élément of jt3(/SJ) (i 1,..., l). Then 7Z3(JT3) is
the direct sum32)

where (bXi. bt) is a free Abelian group, which is freely generat-
ed by 61?..., bl. We study nz{K\). Let a% e tz2(K2) be the élément
which corresponds to a map cP -> 82 of degree + 1 • Then tz2 (K2) is a
free Abelian group, which is freely generated by al9..., an9 and (1 e\

a, a, (i 1 ,...,£). Since j8 e\,.. /? ef are linearly independent the
natural homomorphism i:nz{K2) ->nz(K\) is onto33). That is to say,
each élément in 7i%(K\) has a représentative map in K2. The group
rc3(if2) is a free Abelian group, which is freely generated34) by the
n(n + l)/2 éléments el} en (i, ?" 1,..., n), where e,, a% a3 if
i t^ and cn is the generator of ^(S2.), which is represented by a map
e4 -> /S2 with Hopf invariant +1 • It follows easily from the définition
of the product a% a3 that a% at has Hopf invariant 2. Therefore at al

Let us also use at and e^ to dénote the images of a% e n2 (K2) and
et, e 7id(K2) in the injection homomorphisms i : tt2 (Jî2) -> % (j&i)
* : ^3(if2) -> jt3(J5li). Thèse homomorphisms do not alter the fact that
et} a% a0 in nz(K\), if i ^ j, and that a, ax 2en. Let c5 be defined
for y 1,..., w by writing crH1 • • • an 0. Then ^8(JEÎ) is

32) [14], Theorem 19, p. 285. Stnctly speaking there is a natural isomorphism of this
direct sum onto n^(Kz). We hâve implicitly identified correspondmg éléments m this
isomorphism.

33) [13], Lemma 3, p 417.

34) This is an obvious generalization of the spécial case m n 2 of Theorem 2 (p. 413)
m [13], where the product ab was written as a,b. See also [1].
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generated by eii9 since i : nz(K2) -> tzz(KI) is onto, subject to the
relations35)

(a) a%alaj 0 (i,j l,...,n)
(11.1)

(b) <*ef, =0,
which are a complète set. Since at a^ ai at et, if i ^ 7 and since

at at 2ert it follows that (11.1a) are équivalent to (a{i Oj) etj 0 if
i ^j, 2crt ett 0, on the understanding that (<rt, a^) 0 if at a3

0. Therefore (11.1) are équivalent to

*.*«./ <>
> (H-2)

where <yti (ort, cr?) if i ^ ;, att (2at, a\) — 2ot or at according as

at is even or odd.
Let y=Zrjel3 (11.3)

be an arbitrary élément in nB(K2) and let y be represented by a map
f : Sz -> K2, which is simplicial with respect to triangulations of Sz and

K2. Then ylj is the linking coefficient L {f~1(pl), Z""1 (?,)}, where |)t) ^
(pt z£ qt) are inner points of 2-simplexes in S\. The matrix 11 y%1 \ \ is
called the (generalized) Hopf invariant of any map S* -> K2 in the class y,
or simply the Hopf invariant of y. In exactly the same way we may
define the Hopf invariant of a map of the form

or the Hopf invariant of the corresponding élément in
Let g : (K2, K°) -> (L2, L°) be a map of K2 into a reduced complex,

L2, which consists of a set of 2-spheres, S^,..., $£2, attached to a point
L°. Let us also use g to dénote the induced homomorphism g : nn (K2) ->

nn(L2) (n 2, 3) and let a'a e tz2(L2) be the élément represented by a

map à3 -> S^ of degree + 1. Then

4, p.418, and [1]. The relations (11 la) express the fact that (aiat)aj^-0

m nz(K) since u%a% 0 m ^(JST The relations (11.1b) express the fact that a map

of the form S3 -> El -> ^ («= 1,...,«) is messential m iC^, where È\ -> s\ isa map

by which e% is attached to K2. If S? -> ^* has Hopf invariant 1, then £3 -> *S'i has Hopf

invariant a%. It is proved m [13] that thèse relations are complète.
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where gf is the degree with which g\8l covers 8^. I say that, if y is
given by (11.3), then

g y J£ rjtfe'^ (11.4)

where eao o>(XaB ^ a ^ P >
2 ^aa aa aa and

n n
rjrf v ^ y** ^ ^ (H 5)

For since ytj y11, ata3 a3at, at at 2ett we hâve

n n

2y JS JS 7lj ata3 -

It is obvious from the définition of the product ata} that g(ata3)
(gat)(gra3). Also bbr is bi-linear in b,bfan^(L2). Therefore, using the
summation convention for i,j 1,.. ,,n and a, /? 1,..., p, we
hâve

where 7^a^ is given by (11.5). Therefore (11.4) foliows from the fact that
nz(L2), being a free Abelian group, contains no élément of order 2.

Now let / : Kz -> Lz be a cellular map of Kz into a reduced, simply
connected complex, Lz, and let / also dénote the induced homomorphism
/ jt3(Z3)->jr3(L3). Then fi ig, where g : nz{K*) ->7r3(L2) is the
homomorphism induced by g f\K2 and i stands for both injection
homomorphisms i : Jr3(if2) -> tt3(Z3) and i : rc3(L2) "^
lows from the relation fi ig and (11.4) that

where y and ^ are given by (11.3) and (11.5) and, as in (11.2), e3k, e'ap

(=* i ejki i e'ap) are interpreted as generators of i n3(K2), i 7t3(L2).

12. Homotopy and co-homology in a reduced complex. Let K be a
reduced complex. Let ej,..., e* be the 4-eells in K> and, using the same
notation as in § 11, let

P4=XYV**i + àt (12.1)
»«?
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where b* e (bl9..., bt) and 11 y{* \ | is the Hopf invariant in Kl
K2 + Si H f- jSf of a map, È{ -> Jl*, by which e{ is attached to
Z3. Let {<p*} be the basis for Cn(K), which is dual to the basis {e"}
for Cn{K). The incidence relations between {e*} and {e®} are 9c^

atel (i 1,..., t), de3. 0 if ?*>£. Therefore the co-boundaries of y\
are <5<^ a% cp\ (i 1 ,...,*), ^ 0 * + 1,..., n), whence ^
is a eo-cycle mod. at, with at+1 • • • an 0. Also ç>J are absolute
co-cycles. Let x% be the co-homology class, mod.crt> of cp\ and y\ the
(absolute) co-homology class of <p\. Then H*(K, m) is generated by
y1(m),...,tjr(m), where y\(m) ^moyx. According to (3.2), xtx3
(fiim^ xt)(fAma x}), where m (crï,or;), on the understanding that

m 0 and ixma% [tmGj
1 if or, a, 0.

Theorem 536). // y\J mean the same as in (12.1), then

r
(a) x%x, X Yx y^(m) with m (°z><*3)

(b) pxt X y»» 2/a(2^) */ ^ ^ even.

(12.2)

Assume that the theorem is true if t 0, the bounded 3-cells e

being absent from K. Then it is true if JT is replaced by

Since y^ in (12.1) are the éléments of the Hopf invariants in Kl, of the

maps E\ -^ Kl, they are the same when calculated for Ko as for K. It
follows from the theorem, with K replaced by KQ, that, in Ko,

ri?*-i y? ri ~o. (12.3)
Xl

If 9 ôtp0 in Ko, where ç)eC4(Z0)=C4(I), ^oeC3(iTo)7 then (p=ôy>,
where %peCz{K) is any extension of ^0 (i. e. \pe\,.. .,\pe\ hâve arbitrary
values)37). Therefore q> ~ 0 in J5l0 implies ç? ^^ 0 in JST, whence (12.3)
holds in K. It follows from the concluding remarks in § 10 that we ob-

tain (12.2a), in K, by taking (12.3) mod. (at, a3) and (12.2b) by taking
(12.3) mod.2o^, in case i j and o% is even. Therefore the theorem is

true in K if it is true in Ko.

w) Cf. the main theorem m [1],
87) N.B. the groupof cycles in CZ(K) is generated by e?+1,..., e*t+l. Therefore (ôtp)c

y(dc) tpofa) - (8^0) c, where c e CA(K), v
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It remains to prove the theorem when t 0. In tins case xt e H2(K)
and p xt x\ for each i 1,..., n. Therefore we only hâve to prove
(12.2a). We do this by constructing a complex, L, which consists of
Q S2xS2 together with complex projective planes, Pr and P2, each
of which has one of the 2-spheres 82Xp0 and p0x82 (pQe82) as a
basic 2-cycle. We use the Poincaré duality and intersection theory to
prove the theorem in L and then prove (12.2a), for given values of i, j,
by means of the proper homomorphism, /* : R(L) -> R{K), which is
induced by a certain map / : K -> L.

Let Q S2x82, where S2 is an oriented 2-sphere. Let e'° — pQXp0
(pQeS2), let SÏ2=S2xPo, S'22=p0xS2 and let e*=^-e'o tf=l,2).
Let h! : (a2, à2) -> (S2, p0) be a map such that hf\ (a2 — à2) is a homeo-
morphism onto S2 — p0 of degree +1. Let E* o2xo2 and let
h:E*->Q be given by h(x1, x2) (hf x-^xQi' x2) (xl9 x2cza2). Then

h(o2xx2) 82x(hrx2), hix^xo2) {h'x^xS2, whence h É* Q2

S? + #22. Clearly %| (J54 — È*) is a homeomorphism onto efoé Q — Q2.

Therefore Ç is a complex, Q e'° + e{2 + ^g2 + e'Q\ We orient .E4 so
that o2xx2 intersects ^Xa2 with coefficient -f 1, where xl9x2c:a2—à2,
and we orient e^4 so that h | (.E?4 — J574) is of degree + 1 • Then it follows
from [13] that fï e'o* a[a2 ef12, where arx e tz2(Q2) is represented by
a characteristic map for e!2 and e£ e nz(Q2) is defined in the same way
as et,enz(K2) (A,//= 1,2).

Let %,^2cC2(Q) be the co-cycles dual to e[2, e22czC2(Q) and let
vQeCé(Q) be defined by v0 efQ* 1. Since g2xx2 and xtxa2 intersect
with coefficient +1 in E* so do S2xh'x2 &(a2x#2) and hfxxxS2
h (xt x a2), and hence #{2 and Sf22 in Q. Therefore it follows from Poincaré
duality that ux u2 v0. Similarly u\ % ux 0 (A 1, 2).

Let I=--Q + e^4 + e24, where e£4 is attached to ^2 by a map È$->S[2
(A 1, 2), with Hopf invariant + 1, of such a kind that ë^4 is a complex
projective plane38) PA. Then jffe(4 c^. Let wl5w2cC2(I) C2(6)
mean the same as before and let v0, vl9 v2aC*(L) be the basic co-cycles
dual to e^4, e^4, e24cC4(L), v0 being the same as before. It follows from
(8.4) that ule'x* {uxux)e'f {ul\P>)e'x* {ux\Pxf e1* (A 1,2).
That is to say, u\ e£4 may be calculated in PA, ignoring the rest of L.
Since e£4 is so oriented that fi er£ + e[x, it follows from Poincaré duality

and intersection theory38) that u\ ex 1. Similarly u\ er*

K I i^)2 <4 0 if A # // (A, /i 1, 2). Also < e^4 (^A|Q)2e^ 0,
as proved above. Therefore u\ vx (A 1, 2). Similarly %x^2 v0.

88) [2], p. 311.
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Let /0 : K* -> L3 i2 i° + ^2 + ^2 be a map such that f0K»
£° and :

(1) fo\$l *s a homeomorphism onto $(2, of degree + 1, for a given value
of i,

(2) if n>l, then /0|$J is a homeomorphism onto 8'22, of degree +1,
for a given value of j ^i,

(3) fo{K* - (S* + 5J)} i°, or /0(Z» - flî) i° if n 1.

Let g0: Ck(Kz)->CJc(L3) bethechainmappingwhichisinducedby/0and
let g:Ck(K)->Ch{L) be defined by39) g\Ck{K) go\Ck(K*) if jfc<4
and

^ej yi' e^4 + y? e? + yj' # (A 1, ,r) (12.4)

Then g is a chain mapping, since /0$g L°, whence gde\= dg ej 0.
Let a% e tz2 (K) be the élément which is represented by a charaeteristic

map for e\. Then foat a'lf foa3 ar2, fQak 0 if k ^ i or j, where
fQ: 7ik(Kz)->7ik(Lz) is the homomorphism induced by fo:Kz-^IP. It
follows from (11.5) and (11.6) that /0e^ <4> /oe4î eii> /oe^ e22'

/oe3>g 0 for ail other pairs p, q. Also /0(&i,..., &i) 0 since /05| =£°.
Therefore

2 *

r 4

It follows from Lemma 7 that /„ can be extended to a map f:K-+L,
which realizes the chain map g. Let /* : B(L) -> R(K) be the
homomorphism induced by / and let u\ e H2(L), va e H*(L) also dénote the

co-homology classes, which consist of the single co-cycles U\, v,. Then

/*% xx, f*uz Xj and it follows from (12.4) that

f*vo= Éri>yx, f*v1= iY"yx ¦

Therefore r
x{xt (/*«!)* /* K) /**>i S YÏ Vx

XtX} (/*«!)(/* «2) /*(«!^) f*V0= S YÏVX >

which establishes the theorem.

89) It is obvious what modifications must be made hère and in the following arguments

if n =s 1. In this case we only need the sub-complex Pxd L.
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This theorem shows the part played by the Pontrjagin squares. We
illustrate this by an example. Let Ky e° -j- e2 + e3 + e4 be the com-
plex in Theorem 5 with n t l, a± — 2, Z 0, r 1 and y]1

y>0 in (12.1). Then Kzy e° + e2 + e3, where de3 2e2, and
7r3(jR?) is generated by en and is of order (2o1, oj) 4. Since /? e4

y en it foliows that 7r3(i£y) is generated by eu, subject to the relation
4cu 0 and the additional relation40) yeu 0. It is therefore a
cyclic group of order (y, 4). Thus 7t3(K0) ^ nz{K2). The only non-trivial
products which occur in the co-homology ring are multiples of x2 —

yyeH*(Ky,2), where x and y generate H2(Ky,2) and iï4^, 2).
Therefore the co-homology rings of Ko and K2 would be properly iso-

morphic to each other if the Pontrjagin squares were ignored. On the
other hand p x y y and now y may be taken mod. 4 and not merely
mod.2. Therefore Ko and K2 can be distinguished from each other by
means of the Pontrjagin squares.

13. Prooï oî Theorem 1. Let E be a given simple, 4-dimensional co-

homology ring, as defined in § 5. Let the group Hq Hq(O)czR be the
direct sum of a free Abelian group of rank pQ and tq__x finite cyclic groups
of orders crf"1*,.. a^"1* {tx 0). Let K mean the same as in § 12

with n t2 + <p2, t t2, ol of) (i 1,.. .,t2), l p3 + tz, r
k + ^4 and

Then the co-bounding relations are

fypx 0 [X 1,. t2 + pz), â~*

Therefore Hn(K) ^ Hn for n 2,3,4 and hence for ail values of n.
It foliows from Lemmas 3 and 2, in § 2, that there is a proper isomor-
phism of the co-homology spectrum, H, in i?, onto the co-homology
spectrum H(K). This détermines an isomorphism, h, of the additive
group, A, of R, onto the additive group, A (K), of R(K). To simplify the
notation we identify each élément x e A with h x e A (K). Then R
becomes a ring whose additive group is the same as that of R (K) and the

operators A, jut are the same in both. Let us write R (K) R and let

40) [14], Theorem 18, p. 281.
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xy dénote the product of x, y a A in R and x y their product in R.
The coefficients y]* in (12.1) are still at our disposai and we shall show

how to choose them so that R R.
Since xy is bi-linear in x and y and since both rings hâve the same

additive group, it is sufficient to consider products of the form xy, where

xeHr(a), ysH*(b). Moreover, if xeHr(a), yeHs(b), then xy
ftm.aix) /*m,&(?/)> where m — (a, b). Since p, is the same for both rings
we hâve only to ensure that xy ITy if x s Hr(m), y e H8(m) for ail
values of m, r, s. Since xy e Hr+S(m) if xeHr(m), yeHs(m) and since

Hn(m) 0 if n 1 or w>4, we hâve xy ITy 0 unless r 0

or s 0 or r s 2. In either case #?/ ?/#, âTy ]/"%•
We first dispose of the case a; e Jïo(m), î/ e Hs(m). The unit élément

of each ring, R and 22, is one of the two generators of i/0. Altering the

original identification of H° with H°(K), if necessary, we assume that
both rings hâve the same unit élément, e. Then ^m>oe is the unit élément

of both rings R(m), R{m). It is also a generator of H°(m), whence any
élément xeH°(m) is of the form x Je ju>mOe, for some value of k.
Therefore xy HtTy ky.

We now consider the products xy, x y, where x, y a H2 (m). I say that

xy ITy provided xixj — x{x. (i,j — 1,.. ,,n), where x{ e H2(a{) is

the co-homology class of ç?f. For consider first the case m 0. The

group H2 H2(0) is generated by xt+l9..., xn, whence xy ~x~y for
ail xy yczH2, provided xixi x{x. for i, j t + 1,..., w. Secondly
let ra>0. Then H2{m) is generated by [xma xl9.. .,fi,manxn, as shown
in the proof of Lemma 4, in § 2. Therefore, if xtx$ xixj it foliows from
(3.3) in the form

where c (crt-, cx^), that a;^ =^^ for any éléments #, y a H2 (m), since

// is the same for both rings and products are bi-linear.
Assume that xy âTy for every pair x, y ci? and consider the

Pontrjagin squares, px, px, in R and i?. Since H°(m) is generated by

/V*e (™ > 0, ^o,o 1) it follows from (4.12), (4.11) and (4.13) that,
if x s ju2r0e, then p# p#=:,$2/W4rj0e. Because of dimensionality
the only other non-zero Pontrjagin squares in either ring, if any, are of

the form px, px, where xeH2(2r). Let xi mean the same as in the

preceding paragraph. Then it follows from (4.11) and (4.10) that p%rx

pZTx for every x e H2(2r) and every value of r, provided p xi p $i
for every i such that a€ is even. Therefore Theorem 1 will hâve been
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established when we hâve chosen y^ in (12.1) in such a way that xt x}
xtx} (i,j— 1,..., n) and p xx p x% if at is even.

Let yl9..., yr mean the same as in § 12 and let yx(m) fimtOy\. It
follows from (2.3) that yx(p) /uP}qyx(q) if p|g. Let rA crf for
A 1,..., tz and let ta 0 for X ^ + 1,..., tz + p±. Then yx is
of order rA and y\(m) is of order (m, rA). In the given ring, R, let

\Sb) x^x3 — ^. Q-\ yx\7ïtf w^it/Jh. fît :==- \ot

r
(b) ipxt £ q{ yx(2az) if a% is even.

(13.1)

Since y\{m) is of order (m, rA) (at, a3, rx) the coefficients q{? are
only determined mod.(at, a3, rx). If i ^ j, or if i — y and a% is odd,
we give them arbitrary numerical values in the appropriate residue
classes. The coefficients q{ are determined mod. (2at, rx) an(i we ë^Ye them
arbitrary values in the appropriate residue classes. It follows from (4.9)
that juait2aiyxt x2t, in case at is even. Also ^ai2atyx{2ot) yx{at).
Therefore, operating on both sides of (13. lb) with /uat2(Tt, we see that
q{ q\%

»
naod. {at, rx). Having assigned numerical values to q{, in case

at is even, we take q{1 ^*
Let y{} qIj in (12.1). Then Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 5, the

products xt x3 and the Pontrjagin squares p xt, in Theorem 5, being
formed in the ring R R{K). This complètes the proof of Theorem 1.

14. Prooî oî Theorem 3. Let P, Q be given simple, 4-dimensional
complexes and let /* : R(Q) -> R(P) be a proper homomorphism. We
hâve to prove that /* can be realized by a map / : P -> Q. We first show
that P, Q may be replaced by reduced complexes. By Lemma 8, in § 10,
there is a reduced complex, K, which is of the same homotopy type as P.
Let u:K->P, v:P->K be maps such that vu^l,uvg±l. Let u*: R(P)
-> R(K), v* : R(K) -> R{P) be the proper homomorphisms induced by
u and v, Since vu ^ 1, uv ^ 1 it follows that u* v* 1, v*u* 1.
Assume that the homomorphism u*f* : R(Q) -» R{K) can be realized
by a map h : K -> Q. Then the homomorphism induced by hv: P -+Q
is #*(%*/*) v*u*f* /*. Therefore we may replace P by the reduced
complex JT. Similarly Q may be replaced by a reduced complex, L, and
the theorem will be established when we hâve proved it for K, L.

By Lemma 4, in § 2, the proper homomorphism of the co-homology
spectrum, H(L), into the co-homology spectrum, H(K), which is induced
by /* : R(L) -> R(K), can be realized by a co-chain mapping g* : Cn{L)
~>Cn(K). Let g:Cn(K) ->Cn{L) be the chain mapping dual to g.
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Assume that g can be realized by a cellular / : K -> L and let f : R(L)
-> R(K) be the proper homomorphism induced by /. In each eo-homo-
logy group, Hn(L,m), ff is the homomorphism induced by </*. Therefore

/' / in Hn(L, m), whence fr /* by linearity. Hence the theorem
will follow when we hâve shown that the chain map g can be realized by
a map / : K -> L, using the fact that the dual co-chain map g* induces
a proper homomorphism /* : R(L) -+ R(K).

Each of K° and L° consists of a single 0-eell, e°eK, e'°eL. Let
u e C°(K), v e C°(L) be the co-cycles defined by u e° 1, v e'° l
and let u, v also dénote the co-homology classes ueH°(K), veH°(L), of
which the co-cycles u, v are the solitary members. Then u, v are the unit
éléments of R(K), R(L). Therefore f*v u, as proved in § 5. Therefore

g*v u, g e° e'° and g\C0(K) is realized by the map K1

Because of the natural homomorphisms tz2(K2) ^ H2(K2), ji2(L2) &
H2(L2) it follows from an argument, which is similar to the one at the

beginning of the proof of Lemma 8, in § 15 below, that g, restricted to
the chains in Kz, can be realized by a cellular map /0 : Kz -> Lz. Let
/0 : 7tz(K3) -> nz(LP) be the homomorphism induced by /0 : K3 -> Lz.

If /0 p e4 p g e4, for every 4-cell in K, then it follows from repeated
applications of Lemma 7, in § 9, that /0 can be extended to the required

map / : K -» L. However, this is not always possible. For example, let
]£* $2 _}~ $3 where S2 is a 2-sphere and S3 a 3-sphere, which meets S2

in a single point, K°, and let K Kz + £4 where e4 is attached to Kà

by an essential map È* -> Sz. Let L K and let /* 1. Then the

identical chain map g : Cn(Kz) -> Cn(Kz) is realized by a map, /0 : Kz

-> Kz, such that /0182 1 and /01 /S3 covers S3 with degree unity and

has an arbitrary Hopf invariant, y, in S2. Then /0 /S e4 ^ /? e4 /? g e4

unless y 0. This shows that we may hâve to modify /0 before extend-

ing it.
As in § 11 let K\ Z2 + e\ + h e?

where 9e3, a% e\ and let

Z3 K\ + /SJ H \- S]

Let 6t be a generator of ^(Sj) and, as before, let us make the identification

Let h : n3 (K3) -> Hz (K3) be the natural homomorphism. Clearly
h j (&!,. &j) is an isomorphism onto S3 (Z3) H3 (S\ + • • • + ^!) •
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Also n3 (K\) i n3 (K2), whence n3 (K\) hr1 0 Let us identify
each élément 6 e (bx,. 6^) with h b e H3 (if3). Then

Let us also identify each élément in H3(K3) with the cycle, which is its
unique représentative. Then bt is an élément of H3(Ks)aC3(K).

If c e CA(K) 7iA(K, if3), then fic yc + dc, where ycei n3(K2),
de — h ft c e H3 (K*) and d h p is the homology boundary operator.
We write p y + d. Similarly

and j3, y, 5, ^ will mean the same in L as in K. Since g : C3 (K) -> (73 (i)
is induced by /0 : if3 -> i3, we hâve hfo gh:7ts (Kz) -> ^3 (L3) c C3(L),
where /0 now dénotes fo:7ts(Kz) ->tt3(L3). Therefore *

Since A^O i n3(L2) it follows that (f0 fi — p g) c e i tz3(L2) for any
ceC^(K), Therefore fofi — fig is a homomorphism of the form
(fop — pg): CA(K) -> i %(£2). That is to say, f0 fi — fi g is a 4-dimen-
sional co-cycle in K, with coefficients in i nz(L2). Assume that /0 p —

fig~O and let f0 p — Pg ôxp, where y e C*{K,i tzz{L2)}. That is
to say, yj is a homomorphism of the form \p : C3 (K) ~> i n3 (L2) and

Let bj e n3 (Kz) be defined by a homeomorphism h} : (S3, p0) -> (5^, iT0)

W=l,...,ï), where S*, with base point poe8*, is the standard
3-sphere in terms of which n3(Kz) and n3(Lz) are defined. Let lc3:
($3> Po) "^ (^3j L°) be a représentative map of fob} -- y bi e n3(Lz) and
let /i:if3->i,3 be defined by /x =/„ in #?, i^S^^k^J1. Then
/1 6^ e tt3(L3) is represented by the map fji^ fc5 : >S3 -> L3. Therefore

/A fob3 — ipb3. Since /x /0 in Z^ and tpb3ei tz3(L2) it follows
that /x also realizes the chain mapping g : Cn(K2) -> (^(L3). If c e C4(jST),

then 5c is of the form de n1b1 + • • ' + nlbl, whence fxdc fQdc — ipdc
or fxd fQd — \pd. Also /xy /oy, since ycein3(K2) and /Jif2
/o|if2. Therefore

0
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Therefore fx can be extended throughout K to give the required map

f:K -+L.
We now prove that fop — pg ~0. Since the coefficient group,

inz(L2), is a direct sum of cyclic groups it is sufficient to prove that
(/0 /9 — P g) c 0, mod.m, where c e Cé(K) is any cycle, mod.m, for

any m 0, 1, 2,... Since {} y -\- d and h y 0 we hâve 3

h p hd. Therefore h(fod — dg)=gd — dg O, whence fod — dg

is a co-cycle with coefficients in i jz3 (L2). Since (/0 d -— dg) c fQdc ~-

g de 0, mod. m, if 9c 0 mod. m, it follows that fod — dg ~Q
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that

(UP -Pg) - (/o3 - W Uy - y 9 ~° •

Let the notations, with respect to K, be the same as in the preceding
sections and let c nx e\ + • *# + % el be a cycle mod. m. Then

where

Sri'
(<pl<P2i)c (mod.m),

the last step following from (12.3) and the fact that c is a cycle mod.m.
Therefore

Yc= 2et,(ritf)c (mod. m). (H.l)

Let e(2,..., ef* be the 2-cells in L and let ^...,^cC2 (L) be the

dual co-chains. Let

Let e^g g i ns (L2) be defined in the same way as et3. Then it follows from

(11.6) and (14.1) that, calculating mod.m,
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^^)* • (14.2)

Let Vi= TlVï,... ,fy£= Tff^,ay^+1= «vJ O, andlet

r9 0 and (0, 0) 0. Then raj3 e^ =0 in i ^r3(i2), as in
(11.2).

I say that g* (y* yî) ~ (?* Va) (?* V?) ^od. Ta^ H. 3)

Por let ?w mean the same as in Lemma 4, in § 2. Then (3.2) may be
written in the form

where ip and ^; are co-cycles mod.r and mod.s, respectively. Also

if \p is a co-cycle mod.2r. As proved in § 10, p y> ¦= \p \p if ip e C2(P),
where P is a reduced, simple, 4-dimensional complex. Finally j g* f* j,
since gr* realizes /*. Therefore, if x ra is even, whence raa 2t, we
hâve, writing y> for ^,

?2t ôr*(V) V) 7*2* ?* P V /* Î2r P V>

/* Pr V Pt /* îr V

Pt ?t ^* V ^2t P ^* V

This establishes (14.3) in case a /? and ra is even. If oc ^ 0 or if
a /? and ra is odd it foliows from a similar argument. Therefore there
are co-chains u^eC^iK), v^eC^fJK) such that

(9*V>1) (9*V>1) »*(V4 VS) +
Since t^ e^ 0 and (5 v^) c vaig(9c) 0, mod.m, it foliows from
(14.2) that
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Hence it follows from the analogue of (14.1) in L, with c replaced by
gc, that foyc ygc, mod.m, or that (fQy — y g) c 0, mod.m.
Therefore /0 y — y g ~ 0 and the proof is complète.

As an example of the applications of this theorem let P be a simple,
4-dimensional complex, in which there is no 2-dimensional or 3-dimen-
sional torsion. Then P is of the same homotopy type as a reduced
complex, K, without any bounded 3-cells (i. e. t 0) and without any 4-cells
which are bounded in the sensé of homology. The homotopy type of such

a complex is completely determined by its Betti numbers and the "mixed
tensor " which is the équivalence class of the set of components ylA7 under
transformations of the form

where i, j, p, q 1,.. ,,n, A,^=l,...,r, repeated indices imply
summation and ||af||, ||^|| are unimodular matrices of integers.
The components y{J are the coefficients of the trilinear form xyv
(x\jy)f)v, definedbyHasslerWhitney41), where x,yc:H2(K), vsH^(K).
Thus the homotopy type of P is completely determined by its Betti
numbers and this tri-linear form. That is to say, two such complexes, P
and P', are of the same homotopy type if, and only if, they hâve the
same Betti numbers and if there are isomorphisms (onto), a : H2(Pf) ->

Hé(P'), such that

(a xf){a y') v xr yf(b v)

for ail éléments xr, î/'c-fiT^P'), v s JÏ4(P). In particular the problem
of classifying the homotopy types of complexes of this nature, whose

fourth Betti number is unity, is reduced to the classification of quadratic
forms, with intégral coefficients, under unimodular transformations, on
the understanding that a quadratic form and its négative belong to the

same class.

15. Proof of Lemma 8. We hâve to prove that any simple, 4-dimensional

complex, P, is of the same homotopy type as a reduced complex.
First let P Pz and let K3 be a reduced 3-dimensional complex, whose

homology groups are isomorphic to those of P3. Then it follows from
Lemmas 3 and 4, interpreted in terms of homology rather than co-homo-

logy, that there is a chain map g : Gn{Pz) -> Cn(Kz), which induces
isomorphisms of the homology groups of P3 onto those of Kz. Clearly

0|C2(P2) can be realized by a map /O : P2 -> K2, such that /«jP1 K°-

41) M.
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Because of the natural isomorphisms n2(P2) ^ H2(P2) and tz2(K2) m
H2(K2) it follows easily enough from Lemma 7, in § 9, that /0 can be

extended to a map / : P3 -> K3, which realizes g. Then / induces
isomorphisms of the homology groups of P3 onto those of K3 and it follows
from [12] that / is a homotopy équivalence.

Now let P be any simple, 4-dimensional complex and let K3 be a re-
duced complex, which is of the same homotopy type as P3. Let / : P3

-> K3 be a homotopy équivalence, which is a cellular map. Assuming
that K3 does not meet P, we identify each point p e P3 with f p e K3,
thus forming a space K, whose points are those of K3 and of P — P3.
Let q>: P -> K be the map, which is given by ç?| JP3 /, y\(P — P3)
— 1. Let e4 be any 4-cell in P and let h: cr4 ~> P be a characteristic map
for e4. Then cph\ a4 -> K is a map such that cp h | (cr4 — à4) is a homeo-

morphism onto e4 and (p h <74 c Kz. Therefore K is a complex, whose cells

are the cells in Kz and the 4-cells in P, the map cph: a* -> K being a
characteristic map for e4 in i£. Since / : P3 -> i£3 is a homotopy
équivalence so is42 q> : P -> K.

The complex K is not necessarily reduced, since the frontier of a 4-cell

may meet one or more of the bounded 3-cells, e\,..., e3tdKz. Let

Kl K2 + SI +• • • + SI Kl K2 + el+--.+ e*\

the notations being the same as in §§10, 11. As in § 11 we write

7zs(K*) 7tz{K\) +n3 (SI +•••+#?)

where i : ns(K2) -> %(^), i : nz(Kl) -^ nz{K3) are the natural homo-

morphisms. Therefore every map of theform jÊ4->£3 is homotopic in Kz

to a map of the form E* ->K%. Therefore it follows from reiterated applications

of Lemma 5, in § 7, that each 4-cell in K may be replaced by one

which is attached to K3 by a map of the form jE74 -> Kl, without alter-
ing the homotopy type. This last opération transforms K into a reduced

complex and the proof is complète.

16. Note on cell complexes 43). It is clear from the définition of a
(finite) cell complex, K, that a sub-set of the cells in K constitutes a sub-

42) [15], Theorem 2.
tt) The complexes referred to in this section need not hâve simplicial sub-divisions.
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complex if, and only if, the union of thèse cells is a closed sub-set of the
space K. Thus the union44) and intersection of any set of sub-complexes
are themselves sub-complexes. If X is any set of points in K we shall
dénote by K(X) the intersection of ail the sub-complexes of K, which
contain X. Thus K(X)czL if LczK is any sub-eomplex which contains

X. Clearly K{X) K(X), where X is the closure of X.
We shall describe a homotopy, ft: P -*- K, where P, K are complexes,

as restricted if, and only if,
ftPQ<zK(f0P0) (16.1)

for every sub-complex PocP. Let ft,gt: P -> K be restricted homo-

topies such that g0 fx. Then we hâve :

Lemma 9. The homotopy which consista of ft followed by gt is also

restricted.

It follows from (16.1) that

K(ftP0)<zK(f0P0)
whence

gtP0<zK(g0P0) K(ftP0) c K(f0P0) >

which proves the lemma.
Let /0 : P -> K be a given map and let gt:Q ~> K be a restricted

déformation of the map g0 f0 \ Q, where Q is a sub-complex of P. Then

we hâve :

Lemma 10. There is a restricted homotopy, ft: P ->K, such that

h\Q gt-

If p Q there is nothing to prove and we proceed by induction on
the number of cells in P — Q. Let P Qr + en, where en is a principal
cell in P — Q, and assume that gt has been extended to a restricted

homotopy g't:Qf->K (g'0 f0\Q'). Let h: {&*,è")->(P,Q') be a

characteristic map for en and let the homotopy g'th\bn be extended to

a homotopy, |t : an -> JT, of £0 foh: an ->Z, by the method used

on p. 501 of [7]. Then it follows from an argument, which is similar to

one used in the proof of Lemma 7, in § 9 above, that a (single-valued and

continuous) homotopy, ft: P -> K, is defined by ft\Qf g't, ft\ en

Sth'^ê11. Let Poc:P be any sub-complex. Then /tPocZ(/oPo) if
PqCzQ', since ft\Q' g\ is restricted. Let Po Q'o + en, where

Qo<zQ'. Then h is of the form h: (on, hn) ->(Po,Qo) and

g't h à- c g\ Q'o c K(g'o Q'o) c K(f0P0)

44) N. B. there are but a finite number of sub-complexes of a (finite) complex.
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Also it follows from the formula at the bottom of p. 501 in [7] that the
set of points eovered by gton consists of Ç0on fQhan together with
the set eovered by g\ h on c K(f0P0). Therefore

U e« c it &» c £0 <r* U K(f0P0) /oïn y K(f0P0) K(fQP0)

Since ft\Qr is restricted it follows that

ftP0 ftQ'U fte»c K(foQ'o)UK(f0P0) K(fQP0)

Therefore ft is restricted and the Lemma is proved.
Let /0 : P -> K be a given map of a complex P in a complex Jl and

let fo\Q be cellular, where Q is a sub-complex of P. Then we hâve:

Theorem 6, There is a restricted homotopy, ff: P -> K, such that
U /o inQ and fi i§ cellular.

This will follow from Lemmas 9 and 10 and induction on the numer
of cells in P — Q when we hâve proved it in case P Q -{- en. Let
P Q -f- en and let L K(f0 en). Let h : crn ->ëîl be a characteristic
map for en. Then honçiQn-1 and since /0|Q is cellular it follows that
foh is of the form |0 foh : (an? on) -> (L, Ln~x). Assume that there is
a homotopy, £t: an ->L, such that f * f0 in <xn, £1ancLn, and let
/^ be defined by /* /0 in Q, ft \ 1n ^h'1 \ên. Then fx en czi1oncz Kn
and fx\Q fo\Q, which is cellular. Therefore fx is cellular. Let PocP
be any sub-complex. If PoaQ, then /{Po=/oPocI(/oPo), and if
P« Qo + en, with QodQ, then

/«(Go + *n) ftQoUften^foQoUït<rn^foQoVK(foen)^K(foPo) •

Therefore /t is restricted and the theorem follows.
It remains to prove the existence of Çt, which we do by induction on

the number of cells in L — Ln. If L Ln we may take |t — f0.
Otherwise let em be an m-cell in L, where m dim L > n ^ 0, and let
g : om -> iw be a characteristic map for em. Let p0 be the centroid of am

and let qt : am — pQ -> am — p0 be the radial déformation, which is
given in polar coordinates by Qt(r,p) {t + (1 — t)r, p} (p s àm). Then
the homotopy g Qt g-1 : cm — q0 ->ëm — g0 (tfo 9 Po) is single-valued,
and hence continuous24). Also g qt g~x\g om 1. Therefore a homotopy
et:i~g0->JL-g0 is defined by 0,|L - e™ 1, 6t\~êm -q0 g^r1-
If fo o^ c L — g0 we define {, fl* f0-

Let qQ eSQan. Then the theorem will follow from the preceding para-
graph when we hâve proved that there is a homotopy, f £ : an -> L
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(££0 |0) such that £rt |0 in on and |j crn c L — g0. Let 1? be a

triangulation of an, whose mesh is so small that £0 a c em if q0 e £0o, where
a is any (closed) simplex of E. Let 4c£ be the sub-complex consisting
of ail the closed simplexes which meet fjj"1^ • Then Ç0A c em. Let
B E — A Each point of £^x g0 is obviously an inner point
of A, whence |0 BaL — qQ. Therefore f0(in.B)cem-g0. Since
em — qQ is arcwise connected (m>0) and nk{em — q0) 0 if 1 < A; ^
n — \ <m — 1 the map |0| ^4 n B can be extended to a map Çr : A ->
(em — q0). Let em be given a Euclidean geometry and let %[ a (a s A) be

the point which divides the linear segment (foa) (£'a) in ^e r^tio ^ : (1 —-£)•

Then i-ft: A ->em is a déformation of £0 into |;, such tbat |J |0 in
AnB. We extend |, throughout E by taking |J f0 in JS. Then fJ,
thus extended, is a homotopy of |0 such that |J |0 in â71, £[ anczL--q0.
This complètes the proof.

(Received the 17th January 1948.)
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